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SILIA
designed worldwide
made entirely in Italy

SILIA is a company founded in 2011 by Ilaria Balduino Sartori together with 
partners Massimo Ilarioni and Livio Spilli. The intent is to create luxurious 
adornments for the home, made from the extraordinary material commonly 
known as plexiglass, lucite, perspex.

Under the creative direction of Ilaria Balduino Sartori, the SILIA collection 
includes lamps, vases, table-settings, boxes, frames, trays, chandeliers...

Each piece is hand-finished by expert craftsmen, and is manufactured using 
varied and specialized techniques. They are most often mixed with different 
materials: ebony wood, brass, 24 K gold leaf.

The SILIA collection also includes partners in design meant to embody an 
independent voice, chosen from an international pool, who twice yearly are 
invited to collaborate on a special project.

All objects bearing the SILIA logo are made entirely in Italy.
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Fumé Lamp

code:
ILLMWAFM

Lampade

Lampshade
sold separately

code:
ILAJBGRG

64
0

40
3

530 210

19
0

100

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

100

description:
What is seemingly a single block 
of plexiglass, is instead a complex 
construction of clear and brown fumée 
opaline plexiglass in a concert of square 
and recatangular shapes. Depending on 
the point of view, the lamp changes both 
in terms of perceived design and intensity 
of color. The base and fixtures are made 
of brass with a finish in light gold.

description: 
Rectangular brown silk mélange
lampshade lined in gold
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Opaline Lamp

code:
ILLMWAOP

Lampade

Lampshade
sold separately

code:
ILAJOVWG (Gold)

530 430

58
5

31
0

182 107

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

description:
What is seemingly a single block
of plexiglass, is instead a complex
construction of clear and white opaline
plexiglass in a concert of square and
recatangular shapes. Depending on the
point of view, the lamp changes both in
terms of perceived design and intensity of
color. The base and fixtures are made of
brass with a finish in light gold.

description: 
Oval white silk mélange lampshade lined
in gild
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Charcoal block
Lamp

code:
ILLMWABL

Lampade

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

Lampshade
sold separately

code:
ILAJOSBS

400 210

74
0

43
5

26
0

100100

description:
A complex construction of clear and
charcoal opaline plexiglass in a concert
of square and recatangular shapes, is
used to compose the single blocks which
make up this lamp. Depending on the
point of view, the lamp changes both in
terms of perceived design and intensity of
color. The base and fixtures are made of
brass with a chrome finish.

description: 
Rectangular black silk mélange
lampshade lined in silver
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Lampshade
sold separately

code: 
ILAJOCGT

Mini Fumè 
Lamp

code:
ILLMSMSM

description:
A smaller version of the Fumée lamp, 
the Mini-fume is constructed along the 
same principles: a complex construction 
of clear and brown fumée opaline lucite 
in a concert of square and rectangular 
shapes. The difference, apart from size, 
is to be found in the rounded corners 
which give it a softer presence. The base 
and fixtures are made of brass with a 
finish in light gold.

description: 
A cylinder shaped lampshade is 
available separately in taupe.

Lampade

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

468

223
245

100

240
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Malvina Lamp

code:
ILLMMLAM

Lampade

Lampshade
sold separately

code:
ILAJSMRG

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

550 160

19
0

42
5

18
5

415 65

description:
The body of this lamp is composed of
two wedges, one transparent and one
amber, which are then chipped by hand
and held together by a wide band of
bronze metal. The elements of the base
are treated in the same way.
The lamp is available with a rectangular
brown silk mélange lampshade lined in
gold.

description: 
Rectangular brown silk mélange
lampshade lined in gold.
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Alice Lamp

code:
ILLMALAU

Lampade

Lampshade
sold separately

code:
ILAJOVBS

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

530 430

23
0

36
5

100260

description:
The body of the lamp is sculpted from a
single piece of lucite. The borders are
sanded, and the two facades shined,
before being colored by hand. Once
finished the two facades are once again
shined and brought back to the original
transparency. All of the metal fittings are
brass with a ruthenium finish.
The lamp is available with an oval black
silk mélange lampshade lined in silver.

description: 
Oval black silk mélange lampshade lined
in silver.
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Tommaso Lamp

code:
ILLMTMBU

Lampade

Lampshade
sold separately

code:
ILAJOVWS

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

530

23
0

68
6

43
1

200

description:
The body of the lamp is sculpted from
a single piece of lucite. The three
different sections are then individually
hand dipped into three different shades
of blue, before being fixed onto an
iridescent blue and chrome base. All of
the metal fixtures are brass with a chrome
finish. The lamp is available with an oval 
whitesilk mélange lampshade lined in 
silver.

description: 
Oval white silk mélange lampshade lined
in silver.
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Acqua

code:
ILLMAQTR

Lampade

Lampshade
sold separately

code:
ILAJOVWS

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

description:
Sculpted and smoothed to recall the 

ripples in a pool of water

The base and fixture are made of brass 

with a ruthenium finish

description: 
Oval white silk mélange lampshade lined 

in silver.

230

400

100

430530

23
0

60
0
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CO-BRANDING LAMPS
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John Field Chandelier

code:
JFLPXLTR

John Field & Silia

1500

87
5

48
5
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John Field Table Lamp
Small

code:
JFLMSMTR

Lampshade
sold separately

code:
JFAJOSWT (White)
JFAJOSBG (Black)

NB Lighting fixture requires
4 LED x G9 Max 2,5W
Certified CE

420

42
0

94
3

250

420

42
0

69
0

25
0

250

John Field Table Lamp
Large

code:
JFLMWATR
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SILIA
designed worldwide
made entirely in Italy

P.Iva 06334540488 
Tel +39 055 225750
Fax +39 055 2298971
contact@silia.eu
www.silia.eu

SILIA
via Minima, 1r
50124 Firenze
Italia


